A Message to the WORLD!! Listen, SHARE & LIVE!! 4.9.20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6nweuXwCp8&feature=youtu.be
Video 17 min

Screenshots
...HOSTED EVENT 201 IN NEW YORK. THE EXERCISE ILLUSTRATED AND DETAILED EXACTLY WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO THE ENTIRE WORLD WHEN (NOT IF) A CORONAVIRUS CREATED A SEVERE GLOBAL PANDEMIC IN THE NEAR FUTURE....

...THIS IS THEIR COVID PANDEMIC DEATH MAP UPON WHICH MAINSTREAM MEDIA AND THE PUBLIC HAVE DAILY BEEN FIXATED....
...THESE NUMBERS ARE CAUSING A GREAT DEAL OF **FEAR** IN THE MINDS OF THE MASSES, WHO'VE FORSAKEN CRITICAL THINKING & TRUST THE "EXPERTS" AND THEIR GOVERNMENTS....

....BUT ARE THESE NUMBERS EVEN ACCURATE???
CDC Tells Hospitals To List COVID as Cause of Death Even if You're Just Assuming or It Only Contributed

WHAT'S NEXT? ARE THEY GOING TO TELL US WE NEED TO WEAR BADGES TO LET PEOPLE KNOW WE GOT OUR GOVERNMENT-SUBSIDIZED VACCINE??
This entity is behind everything we are seeing.

They would wear a badge or have a **mark** so the elites could know who would be allowed to conduct business.
THE FEDERAL RESERVE SUGGESTS "BADGES" WHILE GATES WANTS "CERTIFICATES"

"EVENTUALLY WHAT WE'LL HAVE TO HAVE IS CERTIFICATES OF WHO'S A RECOVERED PERSON AND WHO'S A VACCINATED PERSON BECAUSE YOU DON'T WANT PEOPLE MOVING AROUND THE WORLD..." (...WITHOUT THEIR CERTIFICATE)

EVERYBODY IS IN ON PUSHING VACCINES!!
"IT'S IMPORTANT TO GET LITERALLY BILLIONS OF THOSE VACCINES, BECAUSE THIS IS A GLOBAL PROBLEM" - BILL WANTS EVERYBODY IN THE WORLD VACCINATED!

"WE'RE LOOKING AT GETTING VACCINES TO...
EVERYONE IN THE WORLD"
A Message to the WORLD!! Listen, SHARE & LIVE!! 4.9.20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6nweuXwCp8&feature=youtu.be
Video 17 min

"IF YOU GIVE UP A LITTLE ESSENTIAL LIBERTY TO OBTAIN GOVERNMENT-PROMISED SECURITY YOU DESERVE NEITHER LIBERTY NOR SECURITY!"

- BEN FRANKLIN